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Introduction
• The Banking Association South Africa (“BASA”) approached Genesis-Analytics (Pty) Ltd to develop a limited cost of regulation
model for the South African banking sector, to demonstrate how the bank regulations create a regulatory cost across specific
products.
• The project has modelled the quantitative cost impact of regulation on specific asset products. The model is a relatively simple
model and makes key assumptions. This model is not used by banks as it is too simple and would not withstand regulatory
scrutiny. However, it is a valuable tool to educate stakeholders on the cost of regulation attributed to the Banks Act.
• The model establishes a regulatory capital cost as a result of changing regulation initiated by the international standard setting
body, the Basel Committee on Banking supervision, since 1988.
• The model is based on Sample bank's public financials to provide real world key inputs, and the Basel capital regulatory
requirements, liquidity and leverage ratio requirements evolve over time as a quantifiable and comparable cost to be recovered by
the bank from the economy.
• The model considers three retail bank products - Home loans, Credit Card loans and Unsecured Personal Loans
• Interest rates are assumed to be static and do not change
• This tutorial provides a step by step guide to using the model. Start at the home page and then follow the four steps:

1

The home page allows you to navigate to the various components of the model

• Follow steps 1-4 as shown below
• You can view the model’s calculations by clicking the hide/unhide calculations buttons

The model information page provides an overview of how the model works

• Acquaint yourself with the model by reading the model information
• You can navigate to the other tabs by scrolling to the bottom

3

The model inputs page allows you to set the model’s parameters

• Follow steps 1-5 to develop a scenario

1. Select product type using the drop-down
menu: choose between home loans,
unsecured personal loan, and credit card

• Use the save scenario button to save your chosen inputs
2. Select exposure by entering a value: enter
a value in ZAR, e.g. 20 000 000
3. Select Basel I option using the dropdown menu: choose between Basel I and
Basel I (SA)
4.Select Basel II option using the dropdown menu: choose between internal model
and standardised. For the internal model,
choose an obligor rating between AAA and C in
the drop-down menu below.

5. Select Basel III option using the dropdown menu: choose between internal model
and standardised. For the internal model,
choose an obligor rating between AAA and C in
the drop-down menu below.

Use these buttons to navigate to the other
pages or save the scenario

View the scenario’s high level outputs here.
Select the “go to Model Output” button
above to view more detailed outputs
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The model outputs page allows your to view the results of your inputs

•

You can save the scenario for later view by clicking the “save scenario” button

•

Show/hide the data table by clicking the “show data table” and “hide data table” buttons

Use this button to
save the current
scenario

Use these buttons
to navigate to the
Model Input and
Scenario History
pages

Toggle these
buttons to
show/hide the data
table. This table
provides detail on
the total cost of
regulation and its
various
components
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Use the scenario summary page to view scenarios you have saved

• Each scenario you have saved will appear on this page
• Scenarios can be deleted by clicking “delete scenario(s)”

Use this button to delete the
scenarios displayed

Use these buttons to navigate to the
Model Output and Model Input pages

Each scenario you have saved will
appear here. The scenarios show the
cost of regulation for the various
inputs you have chosen for that
scenario
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